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Subject:  
How to efficiency reduce Catfines in "bad" fuel oil 
 
Dear Sirs, 
 
We have experienced many cases engine damages/starting failure/crack liner which related 
to "bad" fuel used onboard. The so called "bad" fuel is mainly fuel with higher Catfines 
(Al+Si) but well within the acceptable limit of 80 mg/kg (ISO8217; 2005 RMG 380 table 2).  
 
Excessive abrasive wear may cause engine to breakdown in just few days with Al+Si level 
slightly above 20-30 mg/kg at engine inlet. Generally engine maker can only accept 
maximum of 15mg/kg at engine inlet.  
 
Following common phenomena can be used to judge whether engine affected by Catfines: 
 

1. High piston ring wear rate. 
2. Heavy blow by (carbon deposit found on almost all ring land). 
3. Engine performance down gradually after change fuel bunker. Exhaust temperature 

increases or in combination of turbocharger surging. 
4. Fuel index increases due to worn plunger and barrel and may restrict engine from 

increasing speed.    
 

To consume fuel oil with higher Catfines safely is very much depend on how well onboard 
treatment are performed. We have one successful case where the Catfines content reduced 
from 92 mg/kg (from bunker), 79 mg/kg (after transfer pump) to 10mg/kg (at engine inlet) 
through proper handling. We therefore would like to draw your attention of followings. 
 

  
Fig 1. Fast abrasive wear caused the piston ring to worn 
down in just few days. 

Fig 2. Heavy blow by resulted engine poor performance and 
eventually unable to start. 
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Fig. 3 Micro seizure on the piston ring running surface.  Fig. 4 Worn down all plunger and barrels. 

 
 

 

 

Fig 5. Catalyst fines (shown with yellow arrows), abrasive wear traces and closed graphite structure. Replica 
test on liner. 
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1) Always carry out fuel oil analyze to every bunker taken and only start consuming when 

the analyze result is well received and necessary precautions are taken.  

2) Fuel oil inlet temp to purifier should be maintained to above. 98 ℃.  

3) Fuel oil setting tank and service tank should be drained at regular intervals as Catfines 

will settle at tank bottom. 

4) Use standby centrifuges in heavy weather as Catfines at tank bottom might be hurled up.   

5) Never heat the service tank to more than 100 degree to avoid gasification without 

pressure. 

6) Gravity disc of purifiers should be adjusted according to fuel oil density (only applies for 

older vessel). 

7) Run purifiers in parallel (unless system comprises purifier followed by clarifier) and 

reduce the flow rate. 

8) Maintain correct viscosity at engine inlet (10-15 Cst) or correct temperature as 

recommended (in case no Viscometer exists). 

9) Purifier de-sludge timing should be reduced. 

10)  Take oil samples before and after the centrifuges when operating with bunker fuel more 

than 25 mg/kg Catfines. 

From above we noted that the main point for reduce the Catfines content in fuel oil is to 
improve the purifier efficiency. 
 
If properly operated, the centrifuge has the removing efficiency of nearly 100% for larger 
Catfines (bigger than 5 microns). 
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Note: 

 This technical memo is intended to our clients only. 

 The purpose of the Technical Memo is to share our point of view with our clients aiming to reduce engine 
operational cost and avoid incident from happening. 

 All comments to this circular are welcomed 

 Please send your feedback/opinion to service@junma.biz. 
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